Audition Monologues for K-3 Students

For K-3 Students

Pick one of these two scenes. An adult needs to please read the scene with the student.

SCENE 1: WINNIE THE POOH KIDS

*The Student reads for Tigger, Adult reads for Pooh.*

TIGGER

Hello there, Pooh!

POOH

Hello, Tigger.

TIGGER

Did you hear something? Something kinda rumbly?

POOH

That's my tummy.

TIGGER

Really?

*(bends his head to listen)*

You're right! Aw, shucks. I thought it was something more exciting than that.

POOH

Do you happen to have any honey on you, Tigger?

TIGGER

Not unless I bounced into some. I did get something kinda sticky on my tail earlier. It's yours if you want it.

*(TIGGER offers his tail.)*

POOH

Thank you, no. I think I'll hold out until I find some honey.

TIGGER

Suit yourself.

POOH

Can you help me find some?
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TIGGER
Love to, Pooh. But I'm busy looking for something myself.

POOH
What are you looking for?

TIGGER
What Tiggers love most—adventure! I'll let you know when I find some.

POOH
If you happen to find any honey on the way to adventure...

TIGGER
You'll be the first to know!
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SCENE 2: FROG AND TOAD KIDS

_The student can read either Frog or Toad. The adult takes the other character._

FROG

Hello, Toad.

TOAD

Hello, Frog.

FROG

How has your winter been?

TOAD

Well, I'm hibernating, so there isn't much to report. This is a very nice dream though.

FROG

Yes, it is. Well, I'm getting ready to wake up, so you better get back to your own dream.

TOAD

Yes, I'd better get back to hibernating. Spring is nearly here.

FROG

Oh, I think it's just around the corner.